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Key Details

Contact name / role

Contact email

Contact telephone

Company name and address

Your contacts at b:web Project Manager Project Designer

Mark Inwood
E: mark@bwebsites.co.uk
T: 01483 799475
TW: @bwebmark

Siobhan Wright
E: siobhan@bwebsites.co.uk
T: 01483 799475

Key agreed requirements Wordpress Website
Woocommerce
10 Templates
Standard SEO

Target dates for launch and any 
factors that might influence this?

Proposed solution This proposal is for a bespoke website design and includes time for 
graphic design for elements like banners and icons for a completely 
“On brand” experience. We would draw up a number of bespoke 
page layouts that would be designed and created to present all of 
the content on offer. Each page will be responsive so that content re 
sizes for all devices (it’s important to consider the content delivery 
for mobile to reduce ‘bounce rate’ this detail helps to portray a high 
level of professionalism and also with Google changes is a must. 
Responsive design is also good for SEO and helps visitors locate 
information. The design would incorporate an optimised user 
journey to ensure that all relevant information is found quickly and is 
engaging.
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Executive Summary

How long has the company
been trading?

What are the main products and 
services?

Unique selling points

Main competitors

Company tag line

Who are your customers / clients 
and why do they buy from you over 
your competition?

Turnover and sales

Trading locations

B2B or B2C?

How would you describe your 
brand?

Target markets

Thank you very much for commissioning b:web to work with you on your website project. This brief ties together 
everything we have learned in the initial meeting, this document defines key points and is the part of the base of the 
project.

Please read this document and check that everything is correct, if there is anything to review please bring this to our 
attention so that we can amend the brief.
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What marketing activities take 
place?

If this is a redesign of an existing 
website, what are the main issues 
with the current solution?

Key measures of success Increased awareness of the business

Increase in delegates

Effectiveness of the new website

Data Capture and Leads
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Your Customers

How do your customers buy 
from you? (Face to face, website, 
pitching?)

How do your customers find you?

Who are your target customers and 
what do you know about them? 
(B2B - what type of company are 
they and what job titles do the 
decision makers have. B2C – what 
age/gender/income bracket are 
they)

What other products do they buy?

What motivates your customer to 
buy?

How much is your ideal customer 
worth annually?

How much is the ideal customer 
worth in their lifetime?

Which are the most profitable 
customers?

Which could become more 
profitable?
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Marketing

Website

Blog

Printed material in post

HTML emails

Networking

PR/competitions/awards/speaking

Exhibitions

facebook

Twitter

Pinterest

YouTube

LinkedIn

Please describe and rate your current marketing activity

What SEO activities have/are being 
employed on the current website?

Do you have already a list of 
keywords that you are targeting 
(PPC and/or SEO)

Is the website used internally?  eg 
back office integration, are pages 
sent out as links as part of the sales 
process?

How often does the current 
website produce genuine leads?  
And what format (email/call/other)

Marketing & SEO Activities 
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Website Audit
Please detail the current look and feel of the website, what issues do you face, what do you feel is working?
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Design
Website likes & dislikes
We find that understanding what you dislike is as important (if not more so) than understanding what you like. 
Please list here some websites (or could be alternative marketing materials/images) that you like or dislike. Include a 
sentence to explain what is good/bad about them. Often a good starting place is your competitor list.

Full URL required, example www.bwebsites.co.uk/about
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Proposed Look and Feel
Score how your new website should look, think about the impression you want to give, and any brand and style 
guidelines that need to be met.

Masculine vs feminine
<1-------------5------------10>

Traditional vs contemporary
<1-------------5------------10>

Professional vs personal
<1-------------5------------10>

Serious vs friendly
<1-------------5------------10>

Strong vs soft
<1-------------5------------10>

Exclusive vs inclusive
<1-------------5------------10>
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Content
Pages

Main pages or site map

Other pages or links to include

How many layouts & Pages

Copy and Images
Will you be providing the copy and images for use as the main content, and if so in what format and when? Or would 
you prefer assistance with your content? Do you have any corporate images, photography or videos?

Can you provide your logo & 
corporate identity pack? Ideally in a 
vector format such as .eps, .pdf or 
.psd?

Do you have the skills & resources 
available to carry out a content 
audit of your existing website? 

Who will be responsible for 
generating copy and do have they 
experience of writing commercial 
copy for websites including SEO?

Can you provide any brand 
guidelines (preferably incorporating 
details on tone of voice, 
phraseology etc)? 
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Functionality & Scope
Some functionality is easier to implement than others, this is a fairly comprehensive list of our main requests. Some 
special features below are subject to an additional cost.

Newsletter sign up

Social media integration

Google analytics

Functionality included

Blog

Secure client area

Bulletin board

Personalisation for users

eCommerce

Hosting

Forum

Ongoing SEO

Ongoing UX

Ongoing marketing

Optional Functionality

Other Website functionality or 
things to consider when designing 
/ building

Other
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Continued

Continued
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Technical Details
Please specify your hosting and current details.

Domain control panel URL

Username

Password

Domain transfer

Domain details

Hosting control panel URL

Username

Password

Hosting details

Hosting control panel URL

Username

Password

Current CMS details

Third party integration

Payment providers

Other

Other
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Google Analytics

How much traffic does the current 
website have (monthly / daily)

Monthly Daily

Bounce rate?

What are the 10 top landing pages?  
This is important because if pages 
are working well on the current 
website we should be looking to 
migrate/maintain as much of this as 
possible.

What are the 10 top exit pages?

How much traffic is coming from 
smart phones/tablets/desktops?  
What weighting shall we give the 
new website - ie mobile first and 
then desktop or the other way 
around.


